This coloring book was created from collection materials used in the Marian Library exhibit

Mary in Catholic Education

The Blessed Virgin Mary is an integral component of Catholic educational culture as both a subject of teaching and an exemplar for educators.
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[Madonna with a Book] by Vitaliy Lytvyn, 1988
Ukrainian Marian Collection, Marian Library, University of Dayton
INSPIRED BY GOD, ELIZABETH KNEW OF THE WONDERFUL THING THAT HAD HAPPENED TO MARY.

BLESS ED IS SHE WHO HAS BELIEVED, BECAUSE THE THINGS PROMISED HER BY THE LORD SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED!

THEN MARY HERSELF BURST INTO ONE OF THE GREATEST SONGS OF THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.

MY SOUL MAGNIFIES THE LORD, AND MY SPIRIT REJOICES IN GOD MY SAVIOR... BECAUSE HE HATH REGARDED THE LOWLINESS OF HIS HANDMAID...

FOR BEHOLD, HENCEFORTH ALL GENERATIONS SHALL CALL ME BLESSED, BECAUSE HE WHO IS MIGHTY HAS DONE GREAT THINGS FOR ME, AND HOLY IS HIS NAME;
AND FOR GENERATION UPON GENERATION IS HIS MERCY TO THOSE WHO FEAR HIM,
HE HAS SHOWN MIGHT WITH HIS ARM,
HE HAS SCATTERED THE PLEAD IN THE CONCEIT OF THEIR HEART.
HE HAS PUT DOWN THE MIGHTY FROM THEIR THRONES, AND HAS EXALTED THE LOWLY.
HE HAS FILLED THE HUNGRY WITH GOOD THINGS, AND THE RICH HE HAS SENT AWAY EMPTY.
HE HAS GIVEN HELP TO ISRAEL, HIS SERVANT, MINDFUL OF HIS MERCY—
EVEN AS HE SPOKE TO OUR FATHERS TO ABRAHAM AND TO HIS POSTERITY FOREVER.
MÈRE DE LA divine grâce.

PRIEZ POUR NOUS

MARIE et ma VIE DIVINE
TOUT PAR MARIE

French catechetical poster, Marian Library, University of Dayton
MARIE, MON MODELE.
Tout comme Marie
French holy card: [Mary, Model of the Church], Boumard et Fils. Marian Library, University of Dayton.